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HE relation between man and his
environment, between the individual and society, is not a reciprocal action between two determinate entities or fixed natures. What man
does depends on what he is, and what
he is dependson what he has done. The
successand frustration of his actions,
which affect what he is, depend on the
circumstancesin which he finds himself as well as on his impulsesand powers. He adapts himself to his environment, and he modifies it to his liking.
He is a constituent part of associations
and communities which take their characteristics and functions from the interests and occupations of their members and in turn mold the characters,
skills, and aspirations they possessand
exercise. Even the line between physical environmentand associativesociety
is not sharply drawn, for the cosmos
has been treated as a commonwealth
of ruling powersand dominions,and societies and states have been conceived
as power structures within which the
interplay of actions and reactions can
be calculated from the parallelograms
of forces.
The relation between individual and
society, which has been the subject of
interpretation and speculation since the
beginnings of literature, religion, and
philosophy, suggests,on the one hand,
analogies between the virtues, purposes,and conditionsof individuals and
of societyand, on the other hand, causal
relations between parts and wholes
which are literally distinct and different. The two models of statement re-

lating individual and society formed
by basic expressions adapted to the
analogies between individual and society and by basic expressionsadapted to
distinguishing individuals from groups
of which they are members become oppositions in their theoretic formulations. In the analogical dialectical tradition, Plato found analogies between
the faculties of a man and the classes
of a state and argued that man and
state share the same virtues and that
states are wise, temperate, and courageous as well as just; Augustine
sought peace in the harmony of parts
in individuals and in societies; and,
since on this model the analogy between
virtue, peace, and health is close, societies as well as individuals may be
said to be healthy or ill. Mankind is
then a large man or all men, or a large
family, or a world community, or a
transnationalstate. In the literal causal
tradition, the analysis of the individual
is separated from the analysis of society; Aristotle and John Locke began
their political treatisesby arguing that
political relations are distinct from the
relations of family, household, or dominion, and they examine individual
and society in causal interaction; virtues and habits operate in the actions
of men, while institutions and laws operate in the actions of states; and, since
on this model specific differences are
differencesof kind, both individual men
and human states can be generically
just in their actions, but only individuals can be healthy or ill, and only
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states can be oligarchical, despotic, or
democratic. Mankind is then a form
of associativehuman action, and men
function differently as individuals, or
as members of a family, a community,
or a state, than as membersof the community of mankind.
The history of the discussion of individual and society-philosophical, literary, practical, and scientific-has
been rent by controversy between the
analogical and the causal mode of analysis and statement.One of the effectsof
awarenessof the concept of mankind
should be the devising of ways to avoid
this endless and fruitless controversy,
for in the context of mankind it is easily apparent, formally, that the analogies and the interactions are both valid
formulations, and no less apparent, substantively, that men will continue to
hold both positions in the communication that constitutes the community of
mankind. In the discussionof mankind
which follows, analogical likeness between individuals and societieswill be
used to set up the idea of mankind as
an extensionof more familiar and less
extensive ideas and to use distinctions
appropriate to one to open up questions
concerning the other. Literal distinctions will be used to separate individuals and societies. In particular, the
ideas of mental health and of mental
illness will be applied only to individuals; mankind will be differentiated
from individual men and from all other
associationsof men; and the relation
between individuals and mankind will
be sought not in the juxtaposition of
static natures but in the dynamic interrelations of functions. Mankind is a
cause of both .health and disorder in
individuals becauseit provides new or
reinforces old uncertainties productive
of new uneasinessesand new expecta-

tions, and it provides new or extends
old opportunities productive of new
confidencesand new fears. In this respect, mankind is no different from other communities or associationsof communities. The conceptof mankind is of
particular importance to the problems
of mental health because it provides
means which may be used to reconcile
forces of permanence and change by
turning both to applications which produce the harmonious co-ordinations of
health rather than the chaotic disorders
of disease.
Mental health in the individual is a
balance or harmony of impulse, passion, understanding,and habit, that is,
of spirited, emotional, intellectual, and
moral faculties. This balance or harmony of functions is manifested and
strengthened,or disorganizedand weakened, by actions, passions, thoughts,
and precepts operative or accepted in
the communities in which man is a
part. fn this analytic context, viewing
the relation of individual and society
from the standpoint of the individual,
the analogies between the individual
and mankind are apparent, but mankind is more than the totality of all
men, or the common human nature
which they share, or the interdependences which they experience, or the
shared aspirations which they develop.
Mankind is a form of association or
community which has been in existence
in partial or attenuated forms for a
long time but which has increased in
importance and efficacy so rapidly since
the end of World War II as to constitute a distinct factor in mental health
and illness. In this analytic context,
viewing the relation of individual and
society from the standpoint of soiiety,
the distinction between individuals,
communities, and mankind are appar-
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ent, and mankind is more than a political, economic, cultural, or social association; it is an organic association
which may provide the basis for any of
these associations or functions, but its
specific function is their balance or harmony in peace and security. Mankind
is a form of society with generic likenessesto other societies and with specific differencesdiscoverablein its effects on human capacities for action
and dispositions to action. Problems
of mental health and illness are problems of the individual. Mankind is related to mental health by the effects of
mankind on the faculties of man which
are balanced in health. In order to
bring out the relevance of the concept
of mankind to mental health, mankind
is treated in its bearing on action under
four headings in what follows: "Ac('Action
and
tion and Aspiration";
Thought"; "Action and Passion"; and
"Action and Moralitv."
r. ACTION O*O O'"'*O,TION.
MANKIND

IIOW DOES

STIMULATE TTTTPUT-SBS
?

Mankind is a society of all men and
of all societies.The nation is also an
associationof associationsas well as of
men, and in the nation both associations and men may be treated as legal
t'persons." Pluralism was recognized
and extended slowly in the political
state, however, and the members of
mankind have only recently passed
from the use of moral, religious, and
legal aphorisms to the tentative use of
devicesof treaty, constitution, and consent. This evolution is seen in accelerated form in the influence of mankind
on the formation of the numerous new
nations which have come into existence
since 1945. New nations were formed
because the influence of mankind has
also altered the orientations and ob-
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jectives of old nations and of non-governmental associations,local or global,
within nations. The concept of mankind
facilitated the formation of new nations. An altered conception of the
associations of peoples permitted the
new nations to join the society of nations and, in doing so, both to realize
aspirations which had previously been
frustrated and also to recognize new
frustrations and to conceivenew aspirations. The formation of new nations
stimulated new aspirations in the citizens of those nations and set up inhibitions to old aspirations sanctioned by
the tradition of earlier associations
Four aspirations have been intricately
interrelatedin the operationof mankind
on groups and on groups and on men,
which has had as one effect the formation of new nations, and those aspirations differentiate and relate four aspects of association in societies and in
mankind.
A. POLITICAL

INDEPENDENCE

Men aspire to achieve self-determination-for themselves and for those
with whom they are associated-in
basic decisions affecting their own welfare and pursuits. The forms of political independenceand sovereignty provide a ready, schematic answer to this
aspiration. But the ambiguities of political sovereigntyappear both within and
without-in the relations of the nation
with its citizens and in the relations of
the nation with other nations. When a
nation makes its own decisions, who
makes the decision-the people or some
group of power elite-and how are
people and leaders educated to assume
their new responsibilities? When a nation makes its own decisions,how does
it take into account effects of its actions
which might diminish the independence
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of other nations or advance its interests
at the expenseof the commongood,and
how does it protect its independence
from the consequences
of the decisions
of others or yield some portion of its
sovereignty? If the question were simply political, the relations among nations would continue in the traditional
ambiguitiesof political pronouncements
which have settled so conspicuously in
recent years about terms like "democracy," ttfreedom," ttequality,t' ttpeaceloving," ttaggression,"and tttolerance.tt
B. ECONOMIC SUFFICIENCY

Men aspire to securethe satisfaction
of their needs and wants, to raise their
standards of living, and to achieve security of expectation. The establishment of new nations has raised expectations in their members that notable
economic changes will be set under
way: industrialization, retraining of
workers, new distribution of resources,
and new divisions of labor to solve the
problems of living and to make .feasible the ideal of living well. The new
nations have come into being with the
expectation that they will receive assistancein catching up, and the old nations have had a variety of motives to
accede, in part and under circumstances, to some aspects of that expectation of material assistance,technical
assistance,and training assistance.Despite ambitious plans and vast expenditures, the expectation has in the main
been frustrated in the concrete forms
it takes in the lives of individual men.
The aspirations to self-determination
and to assistancemay be mutually consistent, but more frequently they are,
or seem to be, antithetical.
C. SOCIAL EQUALITY

Men aspire to justice, not in the legal
sense of rendering unto each his due

according to some traditional code of
law, nor in the moral or religious sens
of doing unto others as you would have
them do unto you according to an
aphorism universally acknowledgedbut
seldom seenin concrete application, but
in the senseof not being confronted by
a necessity to lay the foundation of
your aims and actions in distinctions
between those discriminated against as
such and those favored from the start.
Within the new nations, members are
accorded freedom and equality, rights
and obligations,by which they are free
to use their powers and act as they wish
and by which they are constrained to
conform to law, custom, and common
opinion. In the context of mankind, nations are free and equal in the society
of nations. Programs of self-determination and assistancebecomeprograms of
co-operation, with the ambiguities within which self-determination,assistance
and co-operation may be mutually supplementary or mutually contradictory.
D. CULTURAL

PROCRESS

Men aspire to satisfy the sensethat
they are getting somewhere. But they
can get somewhere only in their own
terms. The new nations must benefit
by the advancesin the sciencesand the
arts, and they must preserve their own
cultural identities. Within nations,
members must be better educated,and
they must be made aware of the values
of their cultural traditions. In the context of mankind, the values of the
achievementsof all the cultures of mankind must be used as a basis and guide
to the establishmentof a common culture which finds a suggestive model in
the communication which great art establishes with all men and the communication which science achieves across
cultural traditions. Self-determination
assistance, and co-operation are ad-
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vanced or frustrated by the criteria of
judgment.
The influence of mankind on nations
and associations of men extends to the
aspirations of individual men. Men
everywhere, whether or not they are
aware of international relations, economic interdependences, the images
peoples form of each other and the injustices they feel, and the relations of
cultures, are aware of impulses: p&ssions,ideas,and moral judgmentswhich
have taken on a new vitality in their
thoughts of themselves and what they
can do. The interrelations of these aspirations provide the impetus which
might develop into frustrations conducive to mental illness and the possibilities of harmonious interrelations
which might serve as a new foundation
for vigorousand dynamic mental health.
AND THOUGHT.

II. ACTION
MANKIND

ENCOUNTERED

HOW IS
IN

rxpBnrnNcn?
If mankind could be defined simply
in terms of the forms of associationin
which all men are brought together in
action and feeling, the problems of
mankind might be stated simply in the
abstract terms of "independence,""assistancert' ttco-operationr" and ttjudgment." Almost all the discussion of
world problems takes place in this abstract form, but even without departing
from abstractionit is apparent that any
one of the four factors may be made
basic and that the change transforms
the conceptionof problems and of possible modes of operation relevant to
them. All problems of community can
be reduced to political problems to be
resolved by political debate, consent,
and action; or all problems and all historical developmentsincluding political,
social,cultural, and intellectual history,
have a material or economic interpre-
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tation. which disclosesthe basic forces
at work and the course of action that
will transform modes and relations of
production; or all problems will be
solved by use of the methods of science; or all activities and all men will
be adjusted to each other when we understand the structures of values of cultures and of world culture. Each of these
formulations is plausible, and each has
been promulgated widely as a messag
of hope; but they have also enteredinto
vigorous controversy which has left
consequences of frustration and of
skepticism. Yet it should be apparent
from the first that the concept of mankind will not be embodied uniquely in
any one social structure, political constitution, economic system, or ideologi
cal doctrine.
If the manifest effectsof the concept
of mankind are the aspirations stimulated in men by recognition of their
common humanity, the concept of mankind is encountered in experiencein all
the means employed by men and asso
ciations of men to understand and satisfy these aspirations. Mankind is encountered not only in associations,but
in ideas, facts, and symbols; not only
in deliberations,but in judgments, actions, and passions.The thought employed in action is not limited to abstract thought capable of systematic
statement and proof ; it is found in the
schemes,habits, and automatisms of
action without explicit statement; it is
found in rationales in which facts are
experienced,noticed, and arranged; it
is in the structure, significance, and
emotion which constitute symbols
These dimensions of thought are so related that one cannot be used without
the others, and each may be made the
surrogate for all the others or the impediment blocking the operation of any
of the others.
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tion of fact is therefore a composite of
Problems are discussed by means of facts signifying (attention) and facts
formulations which are set in opposi- signified (stimulus). The facts alleged
tion in the issues presented by particu- in the treatment of any problem are,
lar problems and which are judged in as a consequence, sometimes in harthe formulation of a resolution of the mony and sometimesin contradiction.
issue. A formulation is a statement the The common human nature of men and
meaning of which has been indicated the common world which they inhabit
and the application of which has been determine the facts of their common
specified. Rules are formulations for needs and wants and the means to satthe treatment of recurring problems, isfy wants and realize impulses, but
and institutions are frameworks of dis- efforts to further the aspirations of mantributed powers constructed with ra- kind by satisfying more needsor needs
tionales and applications designed for of more people sometimesencounter the
the formation, application, and enforce- difficulty that the satisfaction of some
ment of rules. Both formulations and wants is inconsistent with the satisfacinstitutions have t'consequences"
in dis- tion of others and that ministering to
courseand operation. The consequences the needs of all diminishes the possiof the rules which men acknowledge bility of supplying the demands of
and of the institutions by which they some.
C. EUMAN
POWER
live are sometimes consistent and mutually reinforcing, but they are someStatements and institutions may
times antithetical and mutually de- sometimes be in accord with the facts
structive. Political negotiations and ac- and yet not be in accord with the options are efforts to resolve contrarieties eration of the power structure. The opin the consequencesin what men think eration of existing institutions is a
they should do and what they are in- power structure. Revolutionary action
duced, persuaded, or forced to do. The is the operation of some constituent
aspirationsstimulated by the conceptof part of that structure to change the
mankind sometimes require the estab- structure or to change those who adlishment of new institutions and some- minister power in the structure. Revotimes indicate a need to preserve and lutions occur in mankind as well as in
renovate existing institutions.
smaller communities, and they often occur without change in the words of the
B. IIUMAN NATURE
statements of the accepted rules or in
The formulations of agreementsand the forms of the institutions of the custhe policies of associations are some- tomary or legal actions. The revolution
times found to be inoperative because consists in a change of meaning of
they do not accord with the facts. The statements or a change of symbolic sigfacts encountered by formulations and nificance of groups or institutions. Eiinstitutions include facts about man, ther change of meaning, of the rule or
human nature, as well as facts about of the institution, may entail a transthings, the nature of the world. En- formation of the use of power. Rules
countered or experiencedfacts are com- and institutions are subject to different
posites of the impulses of men and the interpretations, and human power may
stimulations of things, and any allega- both be used to impose an interpretaA. HUMAN

INSTITUTIONS
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tion and also be created or modified by
an interpretation imposed.The concept
of mankind may be distorted by a universal extensionof one power and one
ideology, or it may emerge as a new
unified structure of power which establishes a maximum harmonious interrelation of many powersand many modes
of thought.

III.

.tJ

ACTION AND EMOTIONS. IIOW IS

MANKIND

IVIANIFESTED IN ACTION?

Mankind is encounteredin the operations and processesconditionedby human institutions, human nature, human
powers, and human values. It is manifested in human actions ordered, unconsciouslyor by deliberate design, in
purposive pursuit of objectives. The
manifestation of mankind objectives in
D. HUMAN
VALUES
such purposive activity is a calculation
Institutions, facts, and symbols are of opportunities and frustrations in
encountered in experienceonly as what which either of opposedcoursesof acthey are thought to be. Apart from be- tion may be presented plausibly as the
liefs and convictions concerning what proper means to achieve the objective.
they really are, they have no experi- fn general, questions of decision and
enced existencebehind, above, or be- policy must choose between alternalow phenomena. They exist in the sig- tives, either of which may be defended
as continuations of tradition or as ininificance explored in thoughts and opintiations of change,as founded on perions. Structures and hierarchies which
manenceor on innovation, as conservaare constructed among those signifitive or as revolutionary; and when this
cancesmay be in agreement or in oppoambivalence is extended to mankind,
sition. If it is true that communities and
the same course of action may be atcultures have structures of values, it is
tacked as divisive or be defended as
also true that there are disagreements unifying.
concerning what those structures are,
not only in political and social programs A. OBJECTIVES INSTITUTIONALIZED IN GENERAL
proposed for the communities and the
A structure of functions may be decultures, but also in the technical de- signed to perpetuate one manner of
scriptions they receive in different dis- solving problems and to establish one
ciplines and by different experts in the form of authority for their solution, or
same discipline. The concept of man- it may be designedto provide means for
kind may be usedas a propagandalabel considering and resolving problems
for any structure of values presented which have not occurred before and to
for universal acceptance, certified as establish a balance of functions and
tested by long experience as creed, pol- offices to work out their interpretation
ity, economy,or cult, or recommended and solution. The development of congovernment and the trend
as a ne\rydeparture by sect,party, class, stitutional
toward "democracy" since the eightor school; or it may be understood as
eenth century has faced the double
a flexible interrelation of values appreproblem of preserving the established
ciated and judged after educationwhich
constitution and of putting the constiresists the rigidities of indoctrination tution, at last, into effect. The pursuit
to develop awareness, art, prudence, of this double purpose has been faciliand wisdom.
tated and complicated by ttre use of
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two instrumentalities - interpretation
and amendment.Any given article of a
constitution, written or unwritten, is
subject to interpretation which is determined ambiguously by the intention of
the framers and by the changedcircumstances to which it must be applied.
The responsible citizen is formed to
awarenessof the provisions of the basic
law as interpreted and to sensitivity to
needsof amendment when changing circumstances reveal omissions, ambigui
ties, or desirable extensionsof its provisions.At each stagethesepossibilities
may be presentedas oppositionsof permanenceand changein the distribution
and use of powers, in which the powers
or prerogatives of the government or
the community and the powers or rights
of the individual no less than the powers of the departments of government
and of the organsof opinion are in conflict; or they may be conjoined to provide for a maximum realization of the
objectives of individuals by the maximization of commonobiectives.

to modify their wants in conformity to
one's own or to assist them to acquire
the power to satisfy their own wants.
Criteria for permanencemay be found
by appeal to basic human nature common to all men which determines the
basic needsto be satisfied.Criteria for
change may be guided by considera
tions of therapy to return from induced
complexesto wants determined by operation according to the laws of one's
own nature or by considerations of
progressto extend one's natural wants
by new accessionsof power.
C. OBJECTIVES

SET BY REVOLUTIONARY

CIIANGD

A structure of functions may suggest
objectives by opposition when pressure
groups or rebels seek to achieve what
they conceiveto be the objectivesof the
community by seizing power or seek
other objectives which they conceive to
be better adapted to the community.
Emotions are guided neither by rule nor
by power. Instead, emotionsform rules
and unleash powers, and the emotional
enunciation of rules and use of power
B. OBJECTTVES
FrxED BY CTRCUMSTANCES
for the status quo become as revoluas the manifestations directed
tionary
functions
A structure of
may be conthe
opposed
objectives. A successfu
to
product
ceived to be simply the
of the
revolution
for
becomes a bulchange
interplay or of the oppositions of powpermanence
of
resisting
revoluwark
ers. The use of power is to securewhat
which
in
new
tion
becomes
the
strucone wants and what is possible under
ture
counterrevolutionary,
and
a
sucthe circumstances,material and social,
forecessful
counterrevolution
which
that is, to secure one's own objectives
by applying and controlling natural stalls change tends to institute changes
powers and by utilizing, influencing, or in a counterreformation.
opposing the power of others. ObjecD. ULTIMATE
OBJECTIVES OR ABSOLUTE ENDS
tives are wants satisfied or extendedto
A structure of functions, when it has
new wants that might be satisfied. The
flexibility and stability in opachieved
satisfaction of one's own wants may
and concentration in
eration,
division,
be consistent or at variance with the
satisfaction of the wants of others. powers, responsivenessand confidenc
Power may be used to frustrate the in emotions,may turn to the realization
purposive activity of others or to pro- of its potentialities with a minimum
vide what they want, or it may be used confusion of faction. strife. and contro-
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versy. Ultimate ends are not objectives
set in advance by the promulgation of
an ideology but the objectives which
becorne conceivable and desirable, as
well as possible, by education which
realizes the potentialities of men and
communities. It builds on the permanenceof the great achievementsof men
in all forms of activity in the past and
by means of them, as in past "renaissances," opens up innovations. It is
based on, and is intelligible by, particular cultures and disciplines, but it liberates for new values and humanizes
for new achievernents.Its objectives
are those of mankind when it teaches
men to use the values of their particular
cultures and those of others to face new
wrucrl ilff
wlu :lJT:
arsu L'e
i#:ffiS"f,T.:"Tfff
common.
rv. AcrroN ANDMoRALrry. ,,ow D'ES
MANKTNDAFFESTecrroNs?
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If permanence is a perpetuation of
known evils and experiencedinjustices,
it produces tension, and change produces hope. If permanence is a perpetuation of institutions, impulses,powers, and values against the threat of destructive and disruptive forces, it produces confidence,and changeproduces
anxiety. Mankind, in functional operation through facts, emotions,ideas, institutions, provides the only cure for
partial concepts of the associations of
men which further divisive ends. Mankind is a dynamic combination of permanence and change, of stable structure and progressiveaction. The contemplation of permanence alone or
change alone promotes confidence or

rheambivar
anxiety,
indiffeientry.
of responseis a consummatorycauseof
disorder; and, therefore, societies,including world community, viewed as
states of stagnation or chaos,are among

or changemay Alvareness
Eitherpermanence
ln-:^l::: oI
^:T:::.,:j
^T::j?:",ll1t::
manKlno opens
rnslgnt rn-

promote health or illness in the organizatron ot the lunctrons or men. r\ny
partial discussion of an encompassing
it ot" beyond existing associatidns and
communiiies tends to"produce enthusiastic expectationsand tense oppositions.

to the processesof an organic whole
operating with continuity and adaptation to applicable universality and reflective self-reorientation'
uxrvnnsrryor Csrceco

